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The basic mutliclass problem



In this section we summarize the general SRE'12 speaker recognition problem. The SRE'12 problem is a multiclass recognition problem, involving many (not just two) hypotheses for every segment of test speech. In the next section, we discuss the way that NIST has manipulated this mutliclass problem to become a two-class problem. 1.1



Hypothesis space



We are given: • enrollment data for N known speakers, • a test speech segment, denoted X .



We denote the hypothesis that X was spoken by speaker i as Si , for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The hypothesis that X was spoken by an as yet unseen (unknown) speaker is denoted by Su . 1.2



Prior



We are given a prior probability distribution, π = (π1 , π2 , . . . , πN , πu ), where πi = P (Si ) and πu = P (Su ).
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1.3



Simple likelihood ratio



We assume we have a speaker recognizer, which processes every test segment X , to give the simple likelihood-ratio, Ri =



P (X|Si ) P (X|Su )



(1)



for every known speaker for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The reason for denoting this LR as simple will become apparent below. We collectively refer to the vector of all these likelihood ratios as: R = (R1 , R2 , . . . , RN ) 1.4



(2)



Posterior



Given prior and likelihoods, we can compute the posterior via Bayes rule: P (Si |X, π) = P (Si |R, π) πi P (X|Si ) = P πu P (X|Su ) + N j=1 πj P (X|Sj ) πi Ri = PN πu + j=1 πj Rj



(3)



Notice that the posterior is a function of the prior and the simple likelihood ratios. In general, to compute a single component of the posterior (for one value of i), we need all1 of the components of R. 1.4.1



Posterior vs LR



Under the assumption that the input R is well-calibrated, the above posterior contains everything we need to know to make cost-eective speaker recognition decisions in this hypothesis space. The posterior is dependent on a particular prior distribution, π . In contrast, the vector of simple likelihoods, R, gives a prior-independent representation of the information extracted by the recognizer from the speech, X . Once we have R, we can take any prior and arrive at the posterior with the simple calculation in (3). 1 except components with zero prior
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Collapsing multiple classes to two



Now we analyze how NIST transformed the multiclass problem into two classes and how to compute the LRs required for this two-class problem. 2.1



Motivation



A complication (although by no means a fundamental problem) with the simple likelihood-ratio representation is that it is a mutliclass representation, involving N + 1 hypotheses. Evaluation of the accuracy of multiclass recognizers requires dierent tools from the more familiar tools for measuring accuracy of two-class problems. Below we proceed with explaining one way to form a two class problem: 2.2



The target and non-target hypotheses



Let us now denote one of the known speakers as the target speaker. Let the index of the target speaker be t ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N . We shall refer to St as the target hypothesis. Its negation, or non-target hypothesis, denoted ¬St , is a compound hypothesis formed by the disjunction (logical or) of all the other N hypotheses. The above-dened posterior, P (St |X, π) already tells us everything we need to know to decide between the target and non-target hypotheses. The non-target posterior is just the complement of the target posterior: P (¬St |X, π) = 1 − P (St |X, π) X P (Si |X, π) = P (Su |X, π) +



(4)



i6=t



where the nal RHS, which sums over N hypotheses, makes the compound nature of ¬St explicit. 2.3



Compound likelihood ratio



Once again, although the posterior, P (St |X) = 1 − P (¬St |X) gives the complete answer, we may ask if we can nd a prior-independent representation. The answer is yes, we already have R. But the whole R is a multiclass representation and we want to work here with only two classes: target and non-target. We can make the representation independent of one component of the prior, namely πt , which we shall refer to as the target prior. But the representation will still be dependent on the relative magnitudes of the remaining prior components. 3



We form this representation by using the pattern: LR =



posterior odds prior odds



Solving for LR, we nd what we call the compound Lt =



(5) likelihood-ratio



1 − πt P (St |R, π) × 1 − P (St |R, π) πt
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: (6)
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